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Values
WHAT WE BELIEVE IN

Commitments
HOW WE WILL OPERATE

Behaviors
HOW WE WILL ACT





Shared Values, Commitments, Behaviors
What Parkview staff can expect from one another:

● Our Shared Values. We agree to BE:
○ Open minded -accept your teammate’s suggestions and ideas 
○ Flexible, have grace when people need help
○ Adaptable - willing to change: adapt to new situations or adjust curriculum to fit student needs. 
○ Positive 
○ Passionate about your job (teaching and learning). 
○ Trustworthy- don’t gossip or speak negatively about colleagues, students, or parents.
○ Trusting - do trust others’ expertise, trust that team members will complete their work with high standards, trust your 

students. 
○ Patient with each other, self, students, and colleagues.  
○ Reflective: look at your lessons and change when things don’t work. This includes classroom management. Be honest 

with yourself. 
○ Supportive- be graceful, this job is hard, support and love one another. 
○ Collaborative - be a team player, willing to share, be willing to problem solve. 
○ Prepared with your data and what you need to have for a meeting. This includes day to day- show up and be ready. 
○ Child centered- look for strengths in each child, believe everyone can learn, engage students in developmentally 

appropriate levels, remember why you got into this line of work. 
○ Dedicated and hard working.
○ Willing to improve practices and attend and engage in professional learning.



Shared Behaviors of Parkview Staff
We agree that we WILL: 

Have a sense of humor 

Careful planning based on 
student needs Balance home and work lifeAsk questions 

or ask for help 
when needed

Take risks and fail forward

Advocate for students and 
colleagues- “we are their people” 

Aim for high levels of 
learning for ALL 



PLC Framework
1. What do students need to know and be able to 

do?

2. How will we know if students have learned?

3. What if they don’t learn it?

4. What do we do if students already know it?



Essential Standards - Getting Insanely Clear



Essential Standards: The Why
1. What is an essential standard?

a. “A carefully selected subset of the total list of the grade-specific and 
course-specific standards within each content area that student must 
know and be able to do by the end of each school year in order to be 
prepared to enter the  next grade level or course” (Ainsworth, 2010, 
p. 323)

b. Determines the viable and guaranteed curriculum for each child by the end of 
the grade 

c. Expect all children to learn at high levels
d. Ensures that each teacher provides this so all kids have equal access
e. Will help special education teachers to focus instruction to the essentials



Protocol for Identifying Essential Standards: 
               What do students need to know and be able to do?

What criteria guides the selection of standards?
● Endurance:  

○ Is it learning students will need for many years after they 
learn it?

● Leverage:  
○ Does the learning cross more than one subject area?

● Readiness: 
○ Is it a prerequisite skill?

● Prioritized for high-stakes assessments:  
○ Is it a skill that’s prioritized for high-stakes assessments?



What is the Process for ELA?
One subject at a time

1. Reading
2. Writing
3. Speaking and Listening
4. Language

Meet & Reflect Individually
● Read 
● Consider criteria

○ Endurance, leverage, readiness, high-stakes 
testing

● Highlight “your” essential standardsR
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The Process (con’t):  Build Consensus

What is consensus? 
● everyone’s voice is heard 
● the will of the group is obvious, 

even to those who disagree 
● not simply a vote
● all agree to support it



The Process (con’t):  
Collaboratively work as a team
● Are there standards for which all agree?
● Are there standards that no one 

selected?
● Reach a consensus on the rest of the 

standards
○ Do the selected standards meet the 

selected criteria?  
○ Each member explains their 

thinking based on criteria
● Aim for ⅓ of total standards



The Process (con’t): PKV Essential Standards Record



Timeline:
Goal is to have ELA essential standards identified by June 30, 2020

At the start of the 2020-2021 school year, we will look at vertical alignment, followed 

by identification of district essential standards

Leadership Team

District Team

In fall, we will identify math essential standards

PLC and PD work will include the unpacking work




